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About This Game

Dawn of a Soul is a mathematical puzzle game starring chains and combos.

Progress through levels by building chains and combos to achieve the target score. In each level you have to find the perfect
balanced path with a limited number of moves. Learn how to use different types of puzzle elements and their special features.
Discover visual and mathematical patterns and adapt them to new challenges. Master your logical skills and beat all 64 puzzles.

KEY FEATURES

Full control over chains and combos in a unique way

Challenging rise of the difficulty level

Basic mathematical & logical skills

64 handcrafted Puzzles

4 gameplay areas of focus

Minimalistic fantasy setting and mystical atmosphere
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The game itself is good, the last part of the end mission is bugged. Impossible to get through it, i looked up on youtube a walk
through and more had the same problem. Im talking about the dog part of the last mission, totally impossible to get past... But
other than that, its as good as the other newer Sherlock Holmes games.. Looking past the hilariously bad graphics, this game is
incredible. The controls are tight and the gameplay is challenging and fun. Definitely worth the money.. only 1 career scenario
which is broken. says it's missing "track.bin". It is a good qualitylivery though, get it through the London-Bedford line (no
scenarios for that route though) in the twin pack for only 3 or 4 dollars more. Standard scenarios all work though and great
quick drive train. For the scenarios that do work, they are very well made. 7\/10. Side scrolling platformer. Jump your way to
safety. Great artwork and a fun timewaster.. "Dodge: A normal dash with coughing."

I died XD. Sideway New York is a cleverly conceived and well executed 2.5D platformer about a graffiti Artist getting sucked
onto the walls of New York City's urban landscape in a bid to rescue his girlfriend. Using the buildings themselves as the levels
you traverse across the walls and roofs of the skyline itself collecting items, abilites, and fighting spray painted enemies along
the way.

The level design is incredibly well thought out, because you platforming along the side of a building or roof, which generally
have four sides to them, the perspective and orientation of the level is constantly being rotated and flipped as you slip around a
corner and switching your axis. This makes the maps very dense and tight, you never get bored going through a level because
you'll be attacking it from several directions in very quick succession.

The art direction is perhaps one of my favorite part of the game, a vibrant, bright world of Graffiti and spraypaint pops out
from the muted, cool coloured canvas of the urban environment. The character design is eye catching and organic, with its fluid
animations further complimented by the smoothness of the camera as it rotates around corners as it follows the character.
Everything looks like a urbanised flash cartoon, or Adidas commercial.

The music in the game surprised me a lot. As some one who isn't in any skretch a fan of Hip Hop, I quickly came to love the
rythyms and tones they set while I parkoured on the side of a high rise. The soundtrack, which was prepared by SkullCandy
(headphone maker) and Hip Hop artist Mr. Lif, is unforunately reused a lot throughout the game, but they're good enough tunes
for me too not mind too much. Though I wish the game developers would sell the soundtrack as a whole on itunes.

Subway New York is a great game, an fine example of how a platformer should be made. But it has one GLARING,
UNEXCUSABLE FLAW. It has got to be the sloppiest, half hearted console port I've ever seen. It becomes abundently clear
this was first made for the Playstation 3 with its terrible default keyboard layout, its jump right in two player coop, its "do not
turn off console" while saving messages, and sometimes refering to a controller instead of a keyboard. This game was made for
a joystick and it shows, you'll struggle it make jumps and get inexplicibly killed in the environment, not to mention confuse your
keys in the middle of a fight and suffer a cheap death, AGAIN!!

If you grew up playing Super Mario Bros you owe it too yourself to give Sideway a try!

But be sure to use a proper controller!!. I bought this game because I tried to find a something for couch co-op similar to
Duck Game  . Which is still the best game for me and my friends. So yes, Superfighters failed for us in this way because of just
a few very basic things. So let me try to explain.

I write the negative review only because of few things. I honestly like the gameplay and wanna improve it. My opinion is shared
by three people beside. I waited for two updates after bying the game, but my patience is broken. So my review is more actual
for developers.

Surely, I'll change my review if the developers fix these issues and even delete the mention of  Duck Game . The controls for
such a game is a core gameplay element, and a big reason of some alt games popularity. So please, take this review seriously.

All of the listed bellow is actual for gamepads gameplay, but maybe you'll find some good ideas for keyboard gameplay(as for
me I would add mouse support).
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 Problem#1: 
The aiming is awful itself. It doesn't use full power of analog sticks and just imitate the pressing up and down buttons. It's
absolutely unnatural to aim in such a way with analog sticks. For keyboards there is no mouse support.

 Problem#2: 
Absolutely unadequate controls scheme. And I see no way to fix it. The main issue, that you need to aim with the same stick (LS
by default, while in every game you use RS), you're also using for walking. Yes you can bind only these variables:
K_AIM_CLIMB_UP
K_AIM_CLIMB_DOWN
K_AIM_RUN_LEFT
K_AIM_RUN_RIGHT

As you see aiming is strictly tied with walking and climbing. But I want to bind aiming on the right stick, while walking and
climbing on the left.

 Problem#3: 
 There is no aiming sensetivity and it's really high on the controller, while it's pretty ok on keyboard.

 Problem#4: 
We really need only two or even one key on the controller to scroll through the weapons. It's just four of them.

This game could be a top notch for consoles and couch coop, but it wouldn't while the controls are so awful for gamepads.
So my rating is 2 out of 10 QUACKS (for controls) and 9 out of 10 KICKS (for gameplay, style and modding ability)

Thanks for reading. Hope to see some upgrades in future updates!. just bad !!!. Awesome DLC, it is so cool and like so nice. I
recommend this DLC so much. :D. If you enjoy post apocalypse themes, then this DLC is worth it for you! Well worth the
money spent.
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There are no Dev's for this game. They release it, charge money for it and disappear. They will not fix damage ratios or
interactions with mods or update the game to match the mobile app version.

MOST IMPORTANTLY, YOU CAN ONLY PLAY THIS GAME ONCE!

YOU CANNOT RESET IT TO START OVER.

Gyro-Games Inc. should be banned from Steam.. These christmas wizards did not graduate from hogwarts either.. There are two
constants in the world: how much Shinobi 3 rocks and how much Desert Gunner sucks. I propose that we shall make use of
international star system where a single star represents Shinobi 3 divided by Desert Gunner.
I rate this game as no stars. It's worse than itself.

Seriously, it's an old shovelware. If you thought that Delta Force: Task Force Dagger was a sellout, just wait until you see.
Generic. Bland. Cheap. Glitchy, sorta. Just use turrets, feel no feedback, no fun, shoot at targets. No music. Sound volume all
over a place. Graphics sucked for 2006, when it came out. Barely any control or much to do aside from aim and shooting, it's
not like you can knock missiles out of air.

Personally, I got only to level 6. Then convoy made a temporary stop and the tank in the rear ended up ramming vehicle in front
until the tank itself blew up. I quit right there. Now I shall go and cry over me, being an idiot who brought some shovelware
games on Steam at whatever year it was.. The drawings are gorgeous, the dialogues are well-written and you can just tell the
whole game is made with love and care. I have to play more before I can rate how much the choices influence gameplay but
right now it seems that there is going to be a lot of endings and that the replay value will be really high - just what I hoped for!.
Puzzle game with creative challenges. Just my kind of game. ^_^ <3. I hope this game die
Its a lame copy for Clash of Clan
And its Pay2Win
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